TOWN OF WARREN CEMETERY COMMISSION

SPECIAL MEETING APRIL 19TH, 2023 (at Old Cemetery)

Attendance; Brad Johnson, Greg LaCava ex-officio
Gregg Lefbridge, Howard Lefbridge, Ch., Gerry Frisbee, Dennis Tanner, Sec. Guest Tiffy Parkhouse / daughter
And Mike Bird...... Meeting called to Order 6 PM.

Elementary School kids on May 5th clean stones as Community Project. Mike Bird from SAR explained cleaning process to us. Students march to Old Cem.

Presentation of Graves and Info about them. Gerry motion to allow, Gregg H 2nd, 1 Nay. We to inspect stones for safety. Eversource trimmed branches along Cornwall Rd.

State to cut some trees along Rd. Fence – Jeff Fleet says can be repaired B-4 Holiday cost of $3 K. Gregg motion to fix, Brad 2nd. 1 Nay..... watched live demo on stone cleaning. Gregg made motion to adjourn, 2nd by Howard ... 6:53 pm..

Respectfully submitted;

Dennis A. Tanner

Dennis A. Tanner, Sec..